Gold in Victoria

Welcome to the Year 5 “Gold In Victoria” pathfinder. By searching through this information you should gain a further understanding of life in the Gold fields.

Click on the icon to go to the website or database. Good luck with your assignment!!!

Gold: Virtual Exhibition

History of mining in Victoria,
Great images of tools, workers and life.

Australian Gold Rushes

SBS Gold information site
(Learn about technology, life on the gold fields, population, Government & environment)

Australian Gold Rush
History of the Gold Rush, looking at life, immigration and effects on Australia.
Links to other valuable sites.

Australian Gold Rush
Life on the Goldfields

Sovereign Hill

Visit Sovereign Hill

State Library of Victoria
Online exhibition.

Discovernet:
Australian tales

Eureka Stockade

The Chinese on the Goldfields

Harvest of Endurance Scroll

Australian Museum of Australia

Chinese Influence

Chinese in Bendigo
I hope you enjoyed your Gold Rush pathfinder and found out some interesting information!!

Click on the Gold for information on Gold Nuggets!